KARIMUNJAWA TRIP
Hi there, so exciting you’re coming to Karimunjawa! However, you might be in limbo
about your luggage. What to bring to a tropical island? Let me help you with that.
Without further ado, these are the items you shouldn’t forget on your trip to
Karimunjawa.

PACKING LIST
SUNSCREEN
AFTERSUN
MOSQUITO SPRAY
PERSONAL MEDICATION
TOILETRIES
SEA SICKNESS MEDICINE
If you tend to get sea sick you can buy Antimo at
the pharmacy or in the Jepara harbour.

SWIMWEAR
TOWEL FOR THE BEACH
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PACKING LIST
LONG SLEEVE SHIRT | NORMAL SHIRT
Believe me, the sun is super strong even on cloudy
days, so wearing a shirt while snorkeling isn't an
unnecessary luxury. An extra plus is, that this way
there will be less sunscreen in the water and the
coral reef is very happy with that.

SUMMER WARDROBE
Karimunjawa is a tropical island with a
conservative Muslim community. Wearing bikinis
and other concealing clothing is no problem on
the beach. In the village a tank top, crop top or
shorts is no problem, but preferably no boob top,
see-through shirts, and shorts in which your
buttocks are visible. That way you are respectful
to the residents.

HAT
FLIP FLOPS AND/OR WATER SHOES
Not all the Karimunjawa shallow waters are as
safe to walk around in due to stonefish.
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PACKING LIST
HIKING OR SPORT SHOES
If you want to go for a hike.

WATERPROOF BAG
If you have one.

CASH MONEY
There is an ATM but especially around busy
holidays the ATM doesn’t always have enough
money and we have to wait for the next boat to
bring new money over.

REUSABLE WATER BOTTLE, STRAW & BAG
To keep your littering down while still hydrating
on the fresh delicious coconuts and local snacks.

USB DRIVE
For your holiday photos.

SNACKS FOR THE TRIP
Also available in Karimunjawa.

